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Abstract

Continuously escalating global water demand places a substantial burden on the available
water and energy resources. Forward osmosis (FO) is an evolving membrane desalination
technology that has recently raised interest as a promising low-energy process. FO is a
unique method since it utilizes natural osmosis as the driving force, and hence, it ensures
that the energy consumption is significantly reduced, in comparison to other pressure-
driven membrane processes that are constrained by their excessive energy consumption
and unsustainable cost. Therefore, the growing interest in FO from various disciplines and
industrial sectors calls for a better understanding of the FO process and further advances
in the FO technology management. This chapter aims to provide an in-depth assessment
of the water transport phenomenon in FO membranes by focusing on the influence of
internal concentration polarization, membrane structure/material, and membrane orien-
tation on the permeate flux. This chapter offers critical insight that can lead to the potential
development of new FOmembranes with reduced internal concentration polarization and
higher water permeability. In addition, key strategies for FO membrane development,
some of its challenges, and the perspectives for future investigations of FO membrane
fouling and effective FO fouling control methods are explored in this chapter.

Keywords: forward osmosis, fouling, concentration polarization, mass transfer,
water filtration

1. Introduction

As the fossil fuels are depleted and the world population continues to rapidly increase, energy

and water became two of the most vital global resources. Energy emergencies and the lack of
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water have severely affected communities worldwide [1–3]. Reports indicate that more than

1.2 billion people do not have access to safe and clean drinking water sources, while 2.6 billion

do not have adequate levels of sanitation [1, 4, 5]. In fact, the overall annual financial loss in

Africa caused by the lack of access to basic sanitation and clean water is valued at $28 billion,

or 5% of Africa’s gross domestic product [5]. While oceans are covering the majority of the

planet’s surface, only 0.8% of the world’s water can be defined as potable [6]. Moreover, the

recent world energy outlook report [2] indicates that the world’s marketed energy use is

predicted to rise by 49% from 2007 to 2035. Data such as this reflects a dangerous trend,

especially since currently 1.5 billion people, or more than 1/5 of the world’s population, still

do not have access to reliable electricity.

Interdisciplinary research groups need to remain aware of the explicit connection that exists

between energy and water. The process of making freshwater accessible is a highly energy-

demanding process, while the production of the required power frequently necessitates sub-

stantial amounts of water [7, 8]. A relatively new technology, forward osmosis (FO), shows a

lot of potential in energy production and water supply, especially for applications in controlled-

release–type drug medication, medical product enrichment, and food processing. Over the last

decade, FO has incited substantial interest in the areas of seawater/brackish desalination [9–11],

food processing [12–15], power generation [16–19], and wastewater treatment [20–22]. In terms

of its methodology, FO is an osmotically driven membrane process that relies on the osmotic

pressure gradient and that moves water across a semipermeable-type membrane from the feed

solution side, with the low osmotic pressure, to the draw solution side, featuring high osmotic

pressure. Because of its lower hydraulic pressure demands, FO provides multiple benefits, such

as lower fouling tendency, easier fouling removal [20, 22, 23], smaller energy input [24], and

greater water recovery [25, 26], if compared to pressure-driven processes such as ultrafiltration

(UF), nanofiltration (NF), and reverse osmosis (RO).

2. Advantages of forward osmosis

There are numerous potential benefits offered by FO, especially because of the lower hydraulic

pressure values necessary for this osmotically driven–type process. FO’s benefits are reflected

by its various water treatment applications. First, FO can help obtain smaller energy consump-

tion potentials and as a consequence lower the overall costs and contribute to the production of

technically and economically innovative solutes and their respective regeneration methodolo-

gies [3, 18, 24]. Arguably, this is one of the key advantages of FO, considering the ongoing

global energy crisis. Research studies have shown that membrane fouling in FO is compara-

tively small [20], somewhat more reversible [23, 27], and may be lowered using hydrodynam-

ics optimization [28]. Furthermore, a number of contaminants may be successfully filtered out

with the aid of the FO process [29, 30]. FO can likewise feature greater water recovery and

improved water flux because of the higher osmotic pressure gradient occurring across the

membrane. Greater water recovery can help reduce the desalination brine volume, especially

as it is a substantial environmental concern when it comes to desalination plants and inland

desalination facilities [9]. Moreover, in the industries like pharmaceutical and food processing,
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FO offers the benefits of preserving the physical properties of the feed, such as color, aroma,

nutrition, and taste, without diminishing the overall quality, as it is not heated or pressurized

[14, 31, 32]. When it comes to medical uses, FO can help with the release of drugs featuring low

oral bioavailability, or poor solubility, in a controlled way and implementing osmotic pumps

[33, 34].

3. Modeling of water transport in forward osmosis

The general equation for water flux in forward osmosis (FO), reverse osmosis (RO), or

pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) is [16]:

Jw ¼ A σ∆π� ∆Pð Þ (1)

where Jw is the water flux, A is the membrane’s water permeability constant, σ is the reflection

coefficient, Δπ is the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane, and ΔP is the applied

hydraulic pressure variance. In Eq. (1), the term (σ Δπ � ΔP) signifies the effective driving

force necessary for the water molecules’ transport across the membrane. In the FO desalination

process, there is no hydraulic pressure applied and the change in osmotic pressures is the sole

driving force; Eq. (1) can be expressed as:

Jw ¼ Aσ∆πBulk ¼ Aσ ∆πDraw � ∆πFeedð Þ (2)

where ∆πFeed stands for the feed solution’s bulk osmotic pressure, and ∆πDraw is the draw

solution’s bulk osmotic pressure. Eq. (2) is restricted by the assumption that the membrane

does not permit draw solute permeation [35, 36]. Furthermore, Eq. (2) is applicable for dense

symmetric membranes, in which the driving force for water molecules is the difference

between the osmotic pressures of the bulk feed and draw solutions, as reflected in Figure 1.

If it can be assumed that the difference between the bulk osmotic pressure of the feed and the

draw solution is the driving force responsible for water permeation through membranes in FO,

then Lee et al. [37] proposed the following model for low water flux cases:

Jw ¼
1

K
ln

πDraw

πFeed

� �

(3)

where K stands for the resistance to diffusion of solute within the porous support layer of the

FO membrane, and πDraw and πFeed are the respective bulk osmotic pressures of the draw and

the feed solution. K can be estimated using Eq. (4) [16]:

K ¼
tτ

εD
¼

S

D
(4)

where t is the membrane’s thickness, τ is tortuosity, ε is membrane porosity, S is membrane’s

structural parameter, and D is the solute’s diffusion coefficient.
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4. Challenges in forward osmosis

FO applications are still facing some critical challenges even though the osmotically driven

membrane processes have been extensively researched in relation to a range of applications

and environments. FO’s primary issues are connected to aspects such as membrane fouling,

reverse solute diffusion, further membrane development, concentration polarization, and the

improvement of the draw solute design.

4.1. Concentration polarization mechanism in forward osmosis

When it comes to the osmotically driven and pressure-driven membrane processes, the concen-

tration polarization is an inevitable and frequent phenomenon [11, 38–42]. As illustrated in

Figure 2, in the osmotically driven membrane processes, the concentration polarization is pro-

duced by the overall concentration variance occurring between the draw solution and the feed

solution through the asymmetric FO membrane. The internal concentration polarization (ICP)

and external concentration polarization (ECP) can happen during the FO processes. In general,

ICP happens within the membrane’s porous support layer, and ECP happens at the surface of

the membrane’s dense active layer. The sections below further describe both ECP and ICP.

Figure 1. Ideal osmotic pressure driving force in the case of symmetric membranes.
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4.1.1. External concentration polarization: modeling and mechanism

ECP in FO occurs at the surface of the membrane’s active layer, similar to the other pressure-

driven membrane processes. Their distinction is due to the fact that only concentrative ECP

can occur in a pressure-driven membrane process, and both dilutive ECP and concentrative

ECP can happen in an osmotically driven membrane process, conditional on the membrane’s

orientation with regard to the feed and the draw solutions. The dilutive ECP happens when

the membrane’s support layer is facing the feed solution, while the concentrative ECP occurs in

instances where the membrane’s support layer is facing the draw solution. ECP lowers the

overall driving force due to the higher osmotic pressure at the membrane’s active layer

interface located on the membrane’s feed side, or the lowered osmotic pressure at the mem-

brane’s active layer surface located on the draw solution side. The unfavorable effects of ECP

on the permeate flux can be alleviated by optimizing the water flux and raising the flow’s

velocity or turbulence [11]. With the application of the boundary-layer film theory

McCutcheon and Elimelech have successfully modeled ECP in FO [38, 43]. The generalized

equation for concentration polarization modulus in pressure-driven membrane processes may

be expressed in Eq. (5), as follows.

Cm

Cb
¼ exp

Jw
k

� �

(5)

where Jw is the water flux, k is the mass transfer coefficient value, and Cm and Cb are the

concentrations of the feed solution at the membrane’s surface and in the bulk, respectively.

The mass transfer coefficient (k) is related to the Sherwood number (Sh) by:

Figure 2. Internal concentration polarization (ICP) and external concentration polarization (ECP) through an asymmetric

FO membrane [16].
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k ¼
ShD

Dh
(6)

where D is the solute diffusion coefficient value, and Dh is the hydraulic characteristic length.

When the feed solution concentration is relatively low in FO, the concentrations in Eq. (5) can

be substituted by the osmotic pressures. As a result, the concentrative ECP modulus can be

expressed as follows:

πm�feed

πb�feed
¼ exp

Jw
kfeed

� �

(7)

where kfeed is the mass transfer coefficient on the feed side, πm�feed and πb�feed are the osmotic

pressures of the feed solution at the membrane’s surface and in the bulk, respectively. Simi-

larly, the dilutive ECP modulus in FO can be expressed as:

πm�draw

πb�draw
¼ exp �

Jw
kdraw

� �

(8)

where kdraw is the mass transfer coefficient on the draw side, and πm�draw and πb�draw are the

osmotic pressures of the draw solution at the membrane’s surface and in the bulk, respectively.

Eqs. (1) and (2) reflect the water transport in RO, FO, and pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO), as

indicated in Eqs. (1) and (2), as shown in Section 3. Both πdraw and πfeed should be the effective

osmotic pressures at the membrane’s surfaces, specifically.

Jw ¼ A πm�draw � πm�feed

� �

(9)

By substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (9), Eq. (10) can be obtained as below:

Jw ¼ A πb�draw exp �

Jw
kdraw

� �

� πb�feed exp
Jw
kfeed

� �� �

(10)

Although the dilutive ECP and concentrative ECP have been examined in Eq. (10) [43], there

are multiple key points that have to be noted in Eq. (10). First of all, the mass transfer

coefficient values on the feed and draw solution sides are not the same because of the varying

hydraulic conditions between the draw solution side and the feed side. Next, this model relies

on multiple assumptions, including that the solute permeability’s coefficient is zero (i.e., the

reflection coefficient σ = 1 [44]) and that the draw and feed solution concentration values

are reasonably low, since only in this case can it be accepted that the concentration is equal to

the corresponding osmotic pressure values. Finally, it must be noted that this model is ade-

quate only in instances with a dense symmetric film, instead of an asymmetric-type mem-

brane. As a result, the uses for this model can be somewhat limited. It is necessary to examine

the dynamic where an asymmetric FO membrane is applied in a manner that would replicate

its real-world practical uses and where the ICP effects become more significant.

4.1.2. Internal concentration polarization: modeling and mechanism

ICP is a critical aspect of the osmotically driven membrane-type processes. Research indicates

that the water flux decline in FO is primarily produced by ICP [38, 44–46]. The early research
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projects that looked at FO suggested that ICP might lower the water flux by more than 80%

[45, 47]. As indicated in Figure 3, there are two types of ICP, concentrative ICP and dilutive

ICP, occurring within the membrane’s support layer, and they depend on the membrane’s

orientation [48]. Once the draw solution is situated against the membrane’s support layer,

dilutive ICP can successfully happen within the membrane’s support layer since the water

permeates across the membrane, from the feed solution to the draw solution. In a different

membrane orientation where the feed solution is opposite the membrane support layer, con-

centrative ICP happens when the solute properly accumulates within the membrane’s support

layer located on the feed side. The ICP process is happening in the support layer and, as a

result, it cannot be weakened through a change in the hydrodynamic conditions, including

higher turbulence or flow rate.

The effects of ICP on FO water flux have been modeled using an adaptation of the classical

solution-diffusion theory [38, 43]. The dilutive ICP dominates the water flux (Jw) when the

draw solution is placed against the membrane support layer (i.e., FO mode) and can be

expressed [49] as follows:

Jw ¼
1

K
ln

Aπdraw þ B

Aπfeed þ Bþ Jw
(11)

where B is the membrane’s solute permeability coefficient, and K is the solute resistivity value,

a measure of solute transport in the membrane’s support layer. K is used to quantify the

solute’s capacity to diffuse into or out of the membrane’s support layer, and it can reflect the

degree of ICP available in the support layer. Lower K values indicate less ICP and cause greater

pure water flux (Jw). K is defined earlier in Eq. (4). It should be noted that the structural

parameter S, in Eq. (4), is an essential membrane quality since it governs ICP in the mem-

brane’s support by establishing membrane’s tortuosity, porosity, and thickness values. As a

Figure 3. Dilutive ICP and concentrative ICP across an asymmetric FO membrane [48].
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result, when it comes to the newly developed membranes, it is crucial to describe the mem-

brane’s structural parameter S. The value of S can be calculated based on Eqs. (4) and (11) and

by fitting FO test results [50, 51]. On the other hand, in a specific membrane orientation, both

ICP and ECP happen concurrently rather than occurring separately. Researchers McCutcheon

and Elimelech have designed models that consider the characteristics and influences of both

ECP and ICP. For the FO mode, the analytical model capturing the effects of both concentra-

tive ECP and dilutive ICP on permeate flux may be conveyed [38, 43] by:

Jw ¼ A πdraw exp �JwKð Þ � πfeed exp
Jw
k

� �� �

(12)

As seen in Eq. (4), it appears that ICP in the membrane’s support layer is formed based on the

membrane properties, such as membrane’s tortuosity, porosity, and thickness, as well as the

diffusion solute properties, like the diffusion coefficient of the solute. A research project by

Zhao and Zou has connected ICP to additional properties of the solution, like viscosity and

diffusion solute size, by considering the idea of constrictivity [48]. The equation that corre-

sponds to this dynamic is embodied in the following:

K ¼
tτ

δεeffD
(13)

In this case, a new parameter δ is expressed as the constrictivity factor, and εeff is the effective

transport through porosity, as it can be lower than the overall membrane porosity if certain

small pores are not available to the larger solute. In particular, the constrictivity parameter

relies on the ratio of the pore diameter to the solute molecule diameter:

λ ¼
molecule diameter

pore diameter
< 1 (14)

Tang et al. researched the cumulative effect of fouling and ICP on FO flux behavior. [50]. Tang

et al. noted two critical phenomena during the experimental runs. The first phenomenon was

that the water flux was comparatively stable and its decrease was minor during the FO mode,

whereas during the PRO mode, the flux decrease was substantial and especially prominent

when membrane fouling happened. The second phenomenon had to do with the fact that the

effects of ICP on FO flux were more distinct at greater draw solution concentration values [48].

A number of new modeling techniques have been used to research the concentration polariza-

tion (CP) phenomenon, such as the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [52], numerical

simulation [53], and the finite element method (FEM) [54, 55]. A project spearheaded by Li

et al. used FEM to interrogate the relationship between the membrane’s porous structure and

ICP [54]. The mathematical models that came out of this project can serve as a valuable toolkit

for improving FO performance and optimizing the membrane’s support construction [54].

4.2. Membrane fouling mechanism in forward osmosis

Like concentration polarization, membrane fouling is an unavoidable as well as essential

phenomenon influencing all types of membrane processes [28, 56–63]. As a consequence,
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smaller membrane fouling potential ensures that there is less cleaning, longer membrane life,

and more water produced, which effectually decreases capital and operational costs. On the

other hand, the membrane-type fouling happening in osmotically driven membrane processes

is distinct from the types of fouling present in pressure-driven membrane processes, as a result

of the low hydraulic pressure being used in the former case. Initially, Cath et al. researched

membrane fouling in FO in relation to systems used in long-term space missions [64, 65]. Cath

et al. suggested that FO could have the capacity to reduce membrane fouling, since there was

no flux decrease due to fouling detected during the experimental runs [65]. During the last few

years, FO has been applied in osmotic membrane bioreactors (OMBR) primarily for wastewa-

ter treatment because of its lower energy consumption and lower fouling needs [20, 22], both

of which are two challenges for membrane bioreactors [59, 66]. In a research project by In

addition, the OMBR system was used to treat activated sludge. The results report that neither

irreversible nor reversible fouling was seen whenever the membrane’s active layer was posi-

tioned in a way facing the activated sludge [22]. An experiment conducted by Achilli et al.

relied on a submerged OMBR so as to treat domestic wastewater over the prolonged period of

up to 28 days, indicating that the decrease of water flux was primarily due to membrane

fouling [20]. On the other hand, the flux of the initial values could be recovered by roughly

90% through the process of osmotic backwashing. This experimental result suggests that

membrane fouling in OMBR may in fact be reversible. Similarly, the data reflect that mem-

brane fouling does exist in FO and is apparent during long-term operational runs. Mi and

Elimelech interrogated the inorganic and organic fouling in FO [23, 27, 62]. Mi and Elimelech

determined that, first of all, the intermolecular adhesion and organic fouling were connected

and that foulant-foulant interactions had an important role in organic cleaning and fouling.

Second, Mi and Elimelech found out that FO fouling was controlled by the coupled effects of

chemical, for example, calcium binding, and hydrodynamic, for instance permeation drag and

shear force, interactions. They likewise noted that membrane materials had a key role in

organic fouling and cleaning, which was later verified with the help of atomic force microscope

(AFM) measurements. Mi and Elimelech also found that both inorganic and organic types of

fouling in FO were nearly fully reversible using water rinsing. This could be attributed to the

less compact fouling layer created by the applied low hydraulic pressure, which suggests that

chemical cleaning could be prevented. Moreover, researchers comparing membrane fouling in

FO and RO suggested that it could be diverse from one case to another with respect to water

cleaning efficiency and reversibility [23, 27, 28]. Although it was irreversible in RO, Lee et al.

observed that membrane fouling in FO was almost entirely reversible [28]. Alternatively, Lee

et al. linked the FO fouling to the accelerated cake-enhanced osmotic pressure (CEOP) created

by the reverse solute (salt) diffusion process in the draw solution. Figure 4 outlines the

mechanics of this process [31]. Once the draw solution faces the membrane’s support layer,

using the reverse diffusion, the draw solute collects on the active layer’s surface located on the

feed side, lowering the net osmotic driving force and improving the concentration polarization

layer. The draw solute featuring a less hydrated radius value (e.g., NaCl) is more easily capable

of initiating CEOP, when compared to the ones with a greater hydrated radius values, like

dextrose. In an experiment by Lay et al., it was noted that the reverse diffusion of the draw

solute could worsen the CEOP effect as well as intensify FO fouling [67]. Alternatively, new

research suggests that FO fouling could be substantially lowered if the cross flow velocity is

increased [28].
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In a recent experimental attempt, Tang’s group used direct microscopic observation to study

FO fouling and its mechanisms. They determined that the critical flux concept could also be

relevant to osmotically drive the types of processes [63]. Direct microscopic observation has

been implemented to research the production of fouling in pressure-driven membrane pro-

cesses and currently remains one of the primary membrane fouling characterization method-

ologies [68–71]. Admittedly, direct microscopic observation is relevant only for the cases with

large foulants in colloidal or biofouling fouling, such as microbes or particles. Thus, direct

microscopic observation can likewise be implemented in the research of membrane fouling if

visible fouling layers or large foulants are present in FO.

Usually defined as the level of permeate flux where membrane fouling becomes noticeable,

critical flux has been widely used in pressure-driven membrane processes [72–75]. Critical flux

can also be applied to osmotically driven membrane processes. A recent study by Zhao et al.

confirms its presence in FO [76]. It is necessary to note that the critical flux identified by Zhao

et al.’s FO research study, as well as by Tang and coworkers, was detected when the membrane’s

surface was partially covered with visible foulant [63, 76]. As a consequence, the critical flux in

FO could have an implicit connection to the visible fouling layer. This particular connection must

be investigated in greater depth. Research suggests that greater working temperatures can have

various negative influences on FO cleaning and scaling in brackish water desalination processes,

potentially because of the change of HCO3
� into CO3

2� at high temperature values [26]. The

report indicates that, caused by the polymerization of dissolved silica, the silica scaling of FO

membranes was the primary inorganic type of fouling in real-case seawater desalination exam-

ples [77]. The silica polymerizationmight likewise quicken the organic fouling, which is removed

much easier using water rinsing if compared to the silica scaling [77].

Alternatively, membrane fouling could improve the FO membrane’s solute rejection potential.

It was also detected that organic foulants located on the membrane’s surface, or its active layer,

Figure 4. The effects of draw solute reverse diffusion on cake-enhanced osmotic pressure (CEOP) in FO for two different

draw solutions: (a) NaCl and (b) dextrose [31].
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could improve the negative charge property and surface hydrophilicity, and this in turn can raise

the hydrophilic compound absorption capacity [78]. Changes like these can increase the critical

rejection potential for many new contaminants, including trace organic compounds, as well as

hydrophobic neutral compounds and hydrophilic ionic compounds [78]. Once the FO tests were

run continuously for prolonged periods of time at the pilot scale, the rejection performance

values improved even further as more substantial fouling happened [79]. In a project by Jin

et al., it was determined that organic fouling can likewise have substantial consequences for the

elimination of inorganic contaminants, like arsenic and boron [80]. In particular, their influences

relied on the membrane’s orientation. For instance, in the FO mode, where the membrane’s

support layer is facing the draw solution, the organic fouling on the membrane’s active layer

can improve the sieving influence and essentially increase the arsenic rejection in the feed.

Alternatively, in the PRO mode, where the membrane’s support layer is facing the feed, the

organic fouling in the membrane’s support structure can lower the boron rejection [80]. Mem-

brane fouling and concentration polarization remain critical phenomena in FO processes since

they have the capacity to heighten the additional membrane resistance and lower membrane

permeability potential. Researchers must continue to further examine their functions and mech-

anisms if they want to improve the FO process and its performance capacity. Successful applica-

tion of FO in real settings will remain problematic until a more comprehensive analysis becomes

available.

4.3. Reverse solute diffusion

In membrane processes that are osmotically driven, the solute’s reverse diffusion, from the

draw solution and through the membrane toward the feed solution, is likewise almost cer-

tainly due to the concentration variances. Cath et al. (2009) state that the draw solute reverse

diffusion has to be carefully studied as it could endanger the success of the process [11, 81].

Some research studies have linked draw solute reverse diffusion with the membrane fouling

phenomenon. Lay et al. and Lee et al. have shown that the draw solute reverse diffusion can,

on the one hand, improve the CEOP influence and, on the other hand, intensify FO fouling [28,

67]. Thus, multivalent ion solutions featuring smaller diffusion coefficient values are better for

certain uses in which higher rejection potentials are required [11]. Alternatively, in other cases,

multivalent ions, like Ca2+ and Mg2+, could impede the foulants in the feed solution following

reverse diffusion, a dynamic that can worsen the overall membrane fouling [82]. Furthermore,

multivalent ions could likewise incite a more substantial ICP due to their smaller diffusion

coefficients and bigger ion sizes [48]. Defined as the ratio of the reverse solute flux to the

forward water flux, specific reverse solute flux has been added as another potential measure

of membrane’s selectivity [81, 82]. Specific reverse solute flux parameter offers a third dynamic

for the proper FO performance evaluation, together with the salt rejection and the permeate

flux parameters. A greater specific reverse solute flux suggests reduced membrane selectivity

potential, as well as an inferior FO efficiency value. Although the specific reverse solute flux

depends on the membrane’s active layer selectivity, it is independent of the structure of the

membrane support layer and the draw solution concentration values [51]. This key outcome

grants another standard for the production of a new type of FO membrane, that is, greater

selectivity of the membrane’s active layer. Moreover, engaging a multivalent ion solution as

the draw solution could reduce membrane fouling [28, 67] and lower the reverse solute
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diffusion [81], but in this case, there is also a potential to have a higher ICP [48] and a greater

risk of fouling [82]. To sum up, reverse solute diffusion remains one of the main challenges in

osmotically driven membrane processes and as a result must be reduced during the produc-

tion and design of draw solutes and FO membranes.

4.4. Membrane development

Based on the available membrane fabrication methodologies, newly produced and designed

membranes can be organized into three categories: the thin film composite (TFC) membranes,

the chemically modified membranes, and the phase inversion-formed cellulosic membranes.

Reverse solute diffusion, membrane fouling, and ICP are three of the crucial concerns that exist

with respect to the osmotically driven membrane processes, since they effectually direct the FO

performance. As a result, when considering innovative FO membrane development, it is essen-

tial to characterize its salt rejection, antifouling, and anti-ICP characteristics. When compared

with other types of processes, FO could be viewed as more competitive when treating challeng-

ing waters with higher fouling potential or solid content, since ICP and fouling are frequently

much more serious. When it comes to FO, the water flux is affected by the water permeability,

while the reverse solute flux is shaped by the membrane solute permeability. In this instance,

there is a type of trade-off between salt rejection and water permeability [83]. Higher water

permeability values are desirable, as well as lower salt rejection potential. In most cases, FO

membrane featuring higher water permeability potential likewise offers higher salt flux, and the

reverse relationship holds true as well. As a consequence, defined as the ratio of the reverse

solute flux to the forward water flux, specific reverse solute flux can be a superior parameter to

evaluate when considering the FO performance [81]. In fact, it might be better to assess the FO

performance with the aid of the osmotic water flux and specific reverse solute flux when

membrane fouling and ICP are present. Thus, the characterization and design of new FO

membrane in the forthcoming future must reflect on the antifouling and the anti-ICP properties,

as well as salt rejection (solute permeability), structural parameters, and water permeability.

4.4.1. Phase inversion-formed cellulosic membranes

Asymmetric cellulosic osmotically driven membranes developed through phase inversion

have been created specifically for osmotic drug delivery before they were used for water

treatment purposes [33, 84, 85]. Most of these membranes were created using conventional

phase inversion and with the help of cellulose acetate as the dip-coating polymer. A research

breakthrough in Loeb and Sourirajan’s method occurred when they prepared RO membranes

through phase inversion based on cellulose acetate polymer. Cellulose acetate offers a variety

of desirable properties, such as a comparatively high hydrophilicity favoring lower fouling

propensity and greater water flux, wide availability, improved mechanical strength, as well as

enhanced resistance to degradation by chlorine and other types of oxidants [86, 87]. This

particular form of cellulosic membrane is implemented in energy generation, such as osmotic

power, and through a PRO process [88]. Recently, Chung’s research group has produced a

number of cellulose ester-based membranes specifically for FO applications and containing flat

sheet modules and hollow fiber [89–91]. In this case, the methods for creating these cellulose

derivative membranes are relatively similar, in the form of phase inversion that is followed by

hot water annealing at 60–95�C. Chung’s research group determined that the resulting
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membrane could have two selective skin layers that are capable of lowering ICP in the mem-

brane support layer [87, 90]. A more recent study modeled this type of double-skinned FO

membrane [92]. Chung’s research group likewise noted that the relationship between the casting

substrate and the polymer had an important role during phase inversion for the development of

the membrane’s structure [87, 91]. Furthermore, Sairam et al. implemented this phase inversion

approach in order to create flat sheet FO membranes using cellulose acetate [93]. Specifically,

they applied maleic acid, zinc chloride, and lactic acid as pore-forming agents, while casting the

membrane onto nylon fabric at a range of annealing temperature values. Sairam et al. noted that

the membrane developed with zinc chloride as the pore-forming agent allowed for a reasonably

effective FO performance. On the other hand, the disadvantages of cellulose acetate have to be

examined before it is used in FO membranes. While cellulose acetate membranes are more

resistant to chloride degradation and more hydrophilic, if compared to the TFC polyamide RO

membranes, they have lower resistance potential to biological attachments and hydrolysis [86,

94, 95]. To reduce the hydrolysis of cellulose acetate membranes, it is crucial to modify the pH of

the feed and draw solutions within the ranges of 4–6 and to sustain the working temperature

that does not rise above 35�C [86, 94].

4.4.2. Thin film composite membranes

It has been noted that there is a key trade-off dynamic occurring between salt rejection andwater

permeability potential. For instance, the raising of the trimesoyl chloride (TMC) concentration or

the reduction of the m-phenylenediamine (MPD) concentration caused greater membrane per-

meability potential but lower salt rejection values [83]. Research likewise indicates that greater

hydrophilicity of the support layer may prefer water diffusion across the FO membrane [96, 97].

Wang et al. prepared polyethersulfone (PES)/sulfonated polysulfone (PSF)-alloyed–type mem-

branes as the substrates of interfacial polymerization and produced high-performance FO mem-

branes. On the other hand, Yu et al. developed a nonporous polyethersulfone (PES) FO-type

membrane with the aid of phase inversion, however, without using interfacial polymerization

[98]. In this case, the polyester nonwoven fabrics were implemented for backing support. This

membrane creation approach was comparable to the one used by Elimelech’s group, with the

exception of the additional interfacial polymerization phase. According to the report, the mem-

brane produced by this method featured an active layer formed on top of the support layer, high

water flux value, and low reverse solute flux potential [98].

Song et al. reported the creation of a nanofiber TFC FO-type membrane using electrospinning,

which was followed by interfacial polymerization (ES-IP) [99]. Song et al. noted that the

nanocomposite FO membrane allowed for an improved FO performance mostly because of

high porosity and low tortuosity that significantly decreased the structural parameters of the

membrane. If compared to the TFC FO membrane made using phase inversion followed by

interfacial polymerization (PI-IP), the electrospinning-formed nanofiber support layer offers a

porous structure resembling a scaffold with interlocked pores between individual nanofibers

[99]. Due to this structure, the water flux value of the ES-IP–formed FO membrane was found

to be three times as high as the water flux potential of the PI-IP–formed membrane. In this

instance, the performance of the FO membrane was enhanced with respect to osmotic water

flux, while salt rejection was obtained as well as confirmed by Bui et al. research group [100].

The majority of the approaches used for preparing TFC FO membranes and asymmetric
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cellulose acetate FO membranes are indistinguishable from the original traditional RO mem-

brane methods, like phase inversion followed by interfacial polymerization, or phase inversion

and annealing.

When it comes to a TFC FO membrane, the membrane support layer made using phase inver-

sion governs the ICP, water flux in FO, and the membrane’s active layer controls reverse solute

flux potential and salt rejection values. A high salt rejection can be obtained when the TFC

membranes are developed with the help of interfacial polymerization. In fact, FO’s performance

is shaped by the membrane’s support layer. Next-generation FO membrane production must

pay attention to the membrane’s support layer and its role. All in all, an effective FO membrane

has to provide a design that appears sufficiently porous and offers improved hydrophilic sup-

port combined with lower tortuosity capable of decreasing ICP, as well as a selective active layer

that can lower reverse solute diffusion and augment salt rejection potential.

4.4.3. Chemically modified membranes

Over the course of the last several years, chemical modification methodologies have been

implemented during the development of innovative FO membranes. Arena et al. research

group (2011) applied polydopamine (PDA) as a new bioinspired hydrophilic polymer for the

modification of the support layers in commercial TFC RO membranes catering to engineered

osmosis applications [101]. This modified membrane showed improved water flux and lower

ICP during the conducted FO tests. Furthermore, Setiawan et al. created a hollow-type fiber

FO membrane featuring a positively charged NF-like selective layer using a polyelectrolyte

posttreatment of a polyamide-imide (PAI) microporous substrate with polyethylenimine (PEI)

[102]. Setiawan et al. indicated that the final FO membrane produced could be applied in

heavy metal removal processes due to its unique positively charged characteristic. This

research group likewise designed a flat sheet–type membrane offering a positively charged

NF-like selective layer on top of a woven fabric–embedded substrate and implementing a

similar methodology. The reported results suggest that the overall thickness of the substrate

was reduced to 55 μmwhen the PAI microporous substrate was successfully embedded within

a woven fabric. Moreover, Tang and coworkers relied on a creative layer-by-layer assembly

approach in order to produce FO membranes with desirable properties [103, 104]. In Tang’s

research studies, polyacrylonitrile (PAN) substrate was prepared with the aid of phase inver-

sion and then posttreated by sodium hydroxide so as to improve surface negative charge

density and hydrophilicity potential. Poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate) (PSS) and poly(allyl-

amine hydrochloride) (PAH) were implemented as the polyanion and polycation, respectively.

Arguably, the majority of the present approaches to the FO membrane preparation are

established methods that have been applied during the last few decades for the creation of

pressure-driven–type membranes, such as RO and NF. The production and design of innova-

tive high-performance FO membranes are still in their early stages. As a result, the process of

relying on the older methodologies for RO or NF membrane preparation is a sensible and

practical direction. Forthcoming research may expand the recently developed techniques for

the production of high-performance FO membranes, including layer-by-layer assembly [103,

105–112], UV-photographing [113–116], and polyelectrolyte dip-coating [117, 118]. In addition,

membranes featuring polyelectrolyte multilayers, charged properties, or double selective

layers can provide exciting avenues for specific real-life FO applications.
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4.5. Draw solute/solution developments

Despite preexisting setbacks, key innovative approaches for draw solute selection have been

suggested [119, 120]. Specifically, there are three conditions for successful selection of a suitable

draw solution in FO applications. To begin, the draw solution must offer a reasonably high

osmotic pressure values [11]. Next, the diluted draw solution needs to be economically and

effortlessly reconcentrated and recovered [11, 121]. Finally, the draw solute has to showcase

lowered ICP during the FO processes. A research study by Zhao and Zou indicates that ICP in

FO is seriously influenced by draw solution viscosity, draw solution’s ion/molecule size of the

solute, and solute diffusion coefficient values [48]. Increased diffusion coefficients, coupled

with lowered ion/molecule sizes and smaller solution viscosities, will minimize ICP and allow

for resulting in improved permeate fluxes [48]. Moreover, additional parameters like low

reverse solute permeability [11], zero toxicity, low cost, absence of membrane damage, inert-

ness and stability at or near natural pH, and good biofouling-resistance should be considered

when the draw solute/solution is selected.

During the last few decades, numerous draw solutes/solutions have been examined during

osmotically driven–type processes. The primary benefit of implementing volatile gases as draw

solutes in FO is that the final thermolytic draw solution may be separated or recovered with the

help of heating/or distillation. In a separate project, sugars were likewise tested as draw solutes

since there is no necessity to separate the diluted nutrient solutions further, and the diluted

solutions may be reconcentrated in decreased pressures with loose RO membranes. After the

2000s, Elimelech and coworkers suggested a new draw solution for the purposes of FO desali-

nation, that is, a water-soluble mixture of NH3 and CO2 including ammonium bicarbonate

(NH4HCO3) [9, 10, 24]. The proposed draw solution can offer improved water fluxes as a result

of the higher driving forces created by the greater solubilities of the solutes. These types of draw

solutes may be effortlessly recovered or recycled using moderate heating (�60�C) [9]. As a result,

this innovative draw solution could find a potential application in large-scale desalination, even

though the removal the ammonia (NH3) smell from the produced water could be a concern.

Furthermore, various other chemicals have been assessed for the role of the draw solutes [119].

For instance, synthetic materials, like organic compounds [121] and magnetic and/or hydro-

philic nanoparticles [122–124], have been proposed for the application as the draw solutes. In

the case of the laboratory-designed magnetic nanoparticles, data suggest that the particle size

and surface hydrophilicity of the particles had critical roles for the FO separation performance

[123]. It was also noted that particle agglomeration happened during draw solute recycling

process using magnetic separators [124]. Such an accumulation of magnetic nanoparticles may

be reduced with the aid of ultrasonication. When using this method, the particles’ magnetic

characteristics and the recovery efficacy were threatened by ultrasonication as well. In order to

transcend the issue of accumulation during draw solute recycling, the thermal-responsive

properties were integrated into the magnetic nanoparticles using the one-step thermal decom-

position [125]. UF could likewise be used to recover diluted draw solutes featuring big particle

or molecule sizes. Wang’s research group has produced a stimuli-responsive polymer hydro-

gel as another draw solute for FO desalination [126]. Polymer hydrogels such as these have the

capacity to pull water from the saline feed during swelling and after that release the water

while deflating, the latter being caused by heating and hydraulic pressure. So as to enhance the
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capacity of swelling ratios and drawing water, a type of light-absorbing carbon particles was

introduced into the polymer hydrogels, and as a consequence an improved performance was

obtained [127]. A new draw solute separation system simulating the “destabilization” phe-

nomenon was suggested for the process of generating drinking water [128]. In this particular

system, Al2(SO4)3 was chosen as the draw solute, while the diluted Al2(SO4)3 solution pH was

attuned using CaO, finally resulting in the creation of a white gel-like mixture made out of

positively charged Al(OH)3 and CaSO4. In the following step, negatively charged superpar-

amagnetic nanoparticles were added so as to enable the sedimentation. To accelerate the

sedimentation process and enhance separation efficiency, an external magnetic field was intro-

duced. Such an innovative draw solution separation technique can make FO a more econom-

ical and eco-sustainable process for efficient drinking water production [128].

The selection criteria for the draw solutes and solutions need to be addressed for the process to

be effective and sustainable. An effective draw solute option for FO must offer easy and

economical recovery, lower tendency to cause ICP, zero toxicity, reasonable costs, higher

solubility, and greater osmotic pressure. The diffusion coefficient, viscosity of the draw solu-

tion, and the solute particle size need to be examined as they are directly connected to ICP [48]

effectually dominating the water flux in FO [38, 46].

4.6. Forward osmosis fouling control

In this chapter, the focus was on discussing and reviewing the primary five issues that exist in

FO. Certainly, these challenges do not exist in isolation but are rather interconnected. To sum

up some of these issues, the membrane’s support layer needs to be as porous as possible for the

lower ICP, and the membrane’s active layer needs to be more selective for a lower reverse

solute diffusion potential. The smaller reverse solute diffusion can then decrease the mem-

brane fouling. When it comes to the draw solute, small ion or molecule sizes could minimize

ICP [48]; however, they can likewise increase membrane fouling and reverse solute diffusion.

All of these correlations and criteria make the creation of advantageous draw solutes much

more problematic. In most cases, higher reverse solute diffusion may lead to substantial

membrane fouling, and this correlation holds the other way as well [28, 67]. In addition, ICP

and membrane fouling could lead to multiple adverse properties for water flux in FO [50].

Furthermore, reverse solute diffusion, membrane fouling, and ICP are at their core determined

by draw solute properties and membrane qualifications.

5. Conclusion

The membrane processes based on osmosis are new technological directions that have exhibited

a lot of promise for a range of applications, and especially water purification, food processing,

desalination, wastewater treatment, power generation, and pharmaceutical product dehydra-

tion. While FO is not likely to fully replace RO as the primary desalination technology in the

foreseeable future, it remains an appealing alternative as an effective desalination approach

offering many benefits over pressure-driven–type membrane processes. In order to transfer FO

from the laboratory stages of research into hands-on industrial applications, a set of advances in

terms of FO membrane and draw solute development needs to happen. In fact, the membranes
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need to offer critical properties of minimizing ICP, higher mechanical strength, stability, impro-

ved water permeability, and better selectivity. To sum up, this chapter examined five essential

challenges for FO in the form of membrane fouling, reverse solute diffusion, further membrane

development, concentration polarization, and enhanced draw solute design. The innovative

draw solutes must be capable of producing higher osmotic pressure, remain easily and econom-

ically regenerated/or recycled, and provide minimal ICP. Draw solutes must also offer compat-

ibility with the FO membranes and zero toxicity. A successful draw solute has a vital role in the

popularization and efficacy of FO applications. The next level of draw solute development will

allow for a much wider use of FO in a range of industrial-scale applications and fields.

Nomenclature

A water permeability constant of the membrane

B solute permeability coefficient of the membrane

Cm concentrations of the feed solution at the membrane surface

Cb concentrations of the feed solution at the bulk

D diffusion coefficient of the solute

Dh hydraulic diameter

Jw water flux

k mass transfer coefficient

kfeed mass transfer coefficient on the feed side

kdraw mass transfer coefficient on the draw side

t thickness of the membrane

τ tortuosity

σ reflection coefficient

ε membrane porosity

S membrane structural parameter

Sh Sherwood number

ΔP applied hydraulic pressure difference

Δπ osmotic pressure difference across the membrane

∆πFeed bulk osmotic pressure of the feed solution

πm�draw osmotic pressures of the draw solution at the membrane surface

πb�draw osmotic pressures of the draw solution in the bulk

∆πDraw bulk osmotic pressure of the draw solution
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Abbreviations

AFM atomic force microscope

CEOP cake-enhanced osmotic pressure

CFD computational fluid dynamics

ECP external concentration polarization

ES-IP electrospinning followed by interfacial polymerization

FEM finite element method

FO forward osmosis

ICP internal concentration polarization

MPD m-phenylenediamine

NF nanofiltration

OMBR osmotic membrane bioreactor

PAH poly(allylamine hydrochloride)

PAI polyamide-imide

PAN polyacrylonitrile

PDA polydopamine

PEI polyethylenimine

PES polyethersulfone

PRO pressure-retarded osmosis

PSF polysulfone

PSS poly(sodium 4-styrene-sulfonate)

RO reverse osmosis

TFC thin film composite

TMC trimesoyl chloride
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